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PAPER

Distributed Detection of MIMO Spatial Multiplexed Signals in

Terminal Collaborated Reception

Fengning DU†, Nonmember, Hidekazu MURATA†a), Senior Member, Mampei KASAI†, Student Member,

Toshiro NAKAHIRA††, Koichi ISHIHARA††, Motoharu SASAKI††, Members,
and Takatsune MORIYAMA††, Nonmember

SUMMARY Distributed detection techniques of multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) spatially multiplexed signals are studied in this

paper. This system considered employs multiple mobile stations (MSs) to

receive signals from a base station, and then share their received signal

waveforms with collaborating MSs. In order to reduce the amount of traffic

over the collaborating wireless links, distributed detection techniques are

proposed, in which multiple MSs are in charge of detection by making use

of both the shared signal waveforms and its own received waveform. Se-

lection combining schemes of detected bit sequences are studied to finalize

the decisions. Residual error coefficients in iterative MIMO equalization

and detection are utilized in this selection. The error-ratio performance is

elucidated not only by computer simulations, but also by offline processing

using experimental signals recorded in a measurement campaign.

key words: multi-user MIMO, transmission experiment, interference can-

cellation, terminal collaboration, collaborative reception, measurement

campaign

1. Introduction

Mobile terminal collaboration is a new type of reception

technique. In [1], [2], this concept was studied for broadcast-

ing channels. In [3]–[6], this concept was also considered

for a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) scenario to in-

crease capacity of a radio channel by using multiple transmit

and receive antennas. This system employs multiple mobile

stations (MSs) to receive signals from a base station (BS),

and then share their received signals with collaborating MSs

through dedicated inter-MS wireless links that are referred

to as collaboration links hereafter.

A conventional multiple user MIMO system requires

instantaneous channel state information (CSI) at the BS for

precoding. In mobile channels, CSI gets outdated quickly

over time. The collaborated MIMO reception does not need

instantaneous CSI feedback for precoding. Therefore, it is

suitable for moving MSs [7] as an alternative to the MIMO

systems with precoding. Particularly, in public transporta-

tion environments such as buses and trains, the collaborating

MSs are close to each other and there is almost no change in

relative positions during their movement.
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A key issue to realize a collaborated MIMO reception

system is the throughput and latency performance of col-

laboration links. This issue always has been crucial for co-

operative/collaborative wireless networks. We can expect

to leverage recently-developed high-throughput and low-

latency transmission techniques in higher frequency bands.

In collaborated MIMO reception systems, the more col-

laboration MSs we have, the better reception performance

can be expected [8]. However, it is better to choose a small

subset of collaboration MSs in order to reduce the amount

of both power consumption and traffic over the collabora-

tion links [9]–[13]. In [9], [10], [12], [13], channel matrices

based MS selection schemes were investigated. However,

the perfect selection scheme (i.e. genie-aided selection) per-

formed considerably better.

In this paper, we propose a distributed detection scheme

in order not only to reduce the amount of traffic over the

collaboration links but also to improve the error-ratio per-

formance of collaborated MIMO reception. This scheme

employs residual error coefficients as a metric for selec-

tion combining of detected bit sequences at the expense of

additional computational complexity. The error-ratio per-

formance is revealed via computer simulations and offline

processing of received signal waveforms in an actual envi-

ronment.

2. System Descriptions

2.1 System Model

A BS transmits M spatially-multiplexed independent signal

streams to N MSs on the same carrier frequency at the same

time. At the receiver side, each MS equipped with a single

antenna shares the received signal with other MSs through

collaboration links. Thus, the signals received by MSs are

utilized for detection in a collaborative manner.

LetN ( |N | = N ) be a set of all MSs involved in terminal

collaborated MIMO reception, and a subset L ⊂ N be a set

of selected MSs for detection. In other words, L = |L|

received signals from the BS are used for MIMO detection.

Figure 1 shows a general system model of terminal col-

laborated reception. At each detection MS, MIMO detection

is carried out. Then, a master MS finalizes the decisions

based on the detected bit sequences and associated informa-

tion from the detection MSs. The finalized bit sequences

Copyright © 2021 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 1 General system model of terminal collaborated reception.

Fig. 2 Signal transmission and reception model (M = L = 4).

are delivered to target MSs. The amount of traffic over the

collaboration links greatly depends on the selection of these

MSs. We assume that one of the detection MSs also serve

as the master MS and the target MS for simplicity.

2.2 Frequency-Domain Iterative Equalization and Detec-

tion

A signal transmission and reception model is shown in

Fig. 2. This figure shows the case that the detection MS is

included in L. Thus, L − 1 MSs act as relay (helper) MSs

for this detection MS. A single carrier frequency-domain

soft-cancel/minimum mean square error (MMSE) iterative

equalizer [14], [15] is employed. This equalizer combines

three processes: i) MMSE frequency-domain (FD) equaliza-

tion, ii) soft decoding of a low-density parity-check (LDPC)

code by belief propagation (BP), and iii) soft cancellation.

Let yL (k) be [y1(k), y2(k), . . . , yL (k)]T ∈ CL×1 where

yl (k) is the received signal at the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ K) symbol of

the lth MS in L, and the superscript (.)T denotes the trans-

pose operation. The FD received signals yL ( f ) ∈ CL×1

are equalized by MMSE filters. The equalized signals

x̃( f ) ∈ CM×1 are converted to the signals x̃(k) ∈ CM×1

in the time-domain. Then, BP calculates log likelihood ra-

tios (LLRs) L(cm,k,i) during inner iterations, where cm,k,i

is the ith bit of the kth symbol of the mth transmitted

stream. In an FD soft replica generator, soft-decision sym-

bols x̂(k) = [x̂1(k), x̂2(k), . . . , x̂M (k)]T ∈ CM×1 are gener-

ated as follows in the case of quadrature phase-shift keying

(QPSK) modulation:

x̂m(k) =
1
√

2
tanh
(

L(cm,k,1)/2
)

+

1
√

2
tanh
(

L(cm,k,2)/2
)

√
−1. (1)

The symbols x̂(k) are converted to the signals x̂( f ) =

[x̂1( f ), x̂2( f ), . . . , x̂M ( f )]T ∈ CM×1 in the FD. Next, soft-

decision replicas ŷL,m( f ) ∈ CL×1 are generated as follows:

ŷL,m( f ) = hL,m( f ) x̂m( f ), (2)

where hL,m( f ) ∈ CL×1 is the mth column of the esti-

mated channel matrix HL ( f ) in the FD. Equalized signals

by MMSE filters with soft-cancellation can be expressed as

x̃m( f ) = w
H
L,m( f )


yL ( f ) −

∑

i,m

ŷL,i ( f )

, (3)

wL,m( f ) =
(

hL,m( f )hH
L,m( f )

+

∑

i,m

βL,ihL,i ( f )hH
L,i ( f ) + σ2

IL
+
-

−1

hL,m( f ),

(4)

whereσ2 is the noise variance, IL is the L×L identity matrix,

the superscript (.)H represents the Hermitian transpose of a

matrix, and wL,m( f ) ∈ CL×1 is an MMSE filter with residual

error coefficients βL,m(0 ≤ βL,m ≤ 1) shown below [14],

[16]

βL,m =


0, Parity-check satisfied

1 − 1
K

∑

k | x̂m(k) |2 , otherwise.

(5)

As shown in Eq. (5), if all the parity-check equations of the

mth stream are satisfied for hard decisions formed on the

a posteriori LLRs, let βL,m be 0. The coefficients βL,m
represent the average residual symbol interference after can-

cellation [16].

These processes, namely Eqs. (1)–(5) and soft decod-

ing, are repeated up to a predetermined number of times as

an outer iteration.

2.3 Early Stopping

Early stopping (ES) is employed for experimental perfor-

mance evaluation [17]. The residual error coefficients shown

in Eq. (5) are utilized as a stopping metric of ES. After cal-

culating Eq. (5), the outer iteration is terminated if the fol-

lowing inequality holds:

M
∑

m=1

βL,m ≤ ε. (6)

By adjusting the iteration control threshold ε, the number

of outer iterations can be reduced. Note that ES improves

the error-ratio performance of experiments [17]. However, it

offers almost no improvement in the error-ratio performance
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of computer simulations assuming simple propagation chan-

nels. Further investigation clarifies the reason behind this

observation.

2.4 Residual Error Coefficients Based MS Selection

Residual error coefficients based MS selection schemes are

described as follows [18]. In a full search scheme (Full),

the best subset of MSs among all of the possible subsets of

MSs is selected in terms of the sum of βL,m of the last outer

iteration as follows:

L∗Full = arg min
L⊂N
|L |=L

∑

m

βL,m. (7)

The selected subset of MSs L∗
Full

is used for detection of all

streams. In this scheme, detection process is carried out for

all of the possible subsets of MSs. Therefore, at least N − 1

received waveforms are transmitted over the collaboration

links.

In a full search per stream scheme (FullPS), the best

subset of MSs is selected for each stream independently as

follows:

L∗FullPS,m = arg min
L⊂N
|L |=L

βL,m. (8)

These two schemes, namely Full and FullPS, give the per-

formance in the case of whole search space. In these two

schemes, the amount of collaboration traffic and the signal

processing complexity are major concerns. Moreover, ad-

vantage over N MSs collaboration needs to be clarified.

2.5 Distributed Detection and Combining

Distributed detection and combining schemes are proposed

in order to reduce the number of transmitted waveforms

over the collaboration links while still enabling MS subset

selection. As shown in Fig. 3, all MSs in a subsetN1 transmit

their received waveforms over the collaboration links. All

MSs in another subset N2 receive these waveforms, and

detect bit sequences of the transmitted streams from the BS

using the received waveforms together with its own received

waveform from the BS.

This scheme can be described in the same way as Full.

In a d-detector scheme (dDet), the best subset of MSs is

Fig. 3 Distributed MIMO detection and combining.

selected as follows:

L∗dDet = arg min
L=N1

⋃

{n}
n∈N2

|L |=L

∑

m

βL,m, (9)

where N1 includes N − d MSs as helper MSs, and N2 =

N \ N1 includes d MSs as detection MSs.

In a d-detector per stream scheme (dDetPS), the best

subset of MSs is selected for each stream independently as

shown below:

L∗dDetPS,m = arg min
L=N1

⋃

{n}
n∈N2

|L |=L

βL,m. (10)

In these distributed detection and combining schemes,

the N−d helper MSs transmit their received waveforms from

the BS, and then the d detection MSs carry out detection pro-

cess by making use of the L = N−d+1 received signals from

the BS. In total, d candidates of detected bit sequences be-

come available. The master MS selects the best bit sequence

for each stream according to Eq. (9) or Eq. (10). This process

imposes extra traffic over the collaboration links. However,

the amount of traffic to be transmitted for the detected bit

sequence gathering is generally less than that of the received

waveforms though this issue is depending on implementa-

tion details. It is reasonable to include the master and the

target MSs in N2.

2.6 Channel Matrices Based MS Selection Schemes

Three MS selection schemes based on channel matrices are

considered for comparison purpose. In these schemes, train-

ing sequences (or estimated CSI) are shared first, then MSs

are selected, and finally the remaining parts of the packets are

shared for detection [9]. By the singular value decomposi-

tion theorem, the estimated channel matrices H
( f )

L
∈ CL×M

at the frequency index f can be written as:

H
( f )

L
= U

( f )

L
Σ

( f )

L
V

( f )H

L
(11)

where U
( f )

L
∈ CL×L and V

( f )

L
∈ CM×M are unitary matrices,

and Σ
( f )

L
∈ CL×M has non-negative diagonal entries. Singu-

lar values are the diagonal entries of Σ
( f )

L
, and square roots

of eigenvalues λ
( f )

L,i
from H

( f )

L
H

( f )H

L
or H

( f )H

L
H

( f )

L
, where

i is the index of the eigenvalues.

In a maximum product of singular values MS selection

scheme (MPoSV) [10], [12], L MSs are selected frame by

frame based on these singular values. This scheme selects

an MS subset L∗
MPoSV

that maximizes the product of all the

singular values as shown below:

L∗MPoSV = arg max
L⊂N
|L |=L

∏

i, f

√

λ
( f )

L,i
. (12)

In a minimum sum of condition numbers scheme
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(MCN) [12], [19], the MS subset L∗
MCN

that minimizes the

sum of condition numbers is selected as shown below:

L∗MCN = arg min
L⊂N
|L |=L

∑

f

cn
( f )

L
, (13)

where

cn
( f )

L
=

maxi

√

λ
( f )

L,i

mini

√

λ
( f )

L,i

. (14)

In a signal to interference plus noise ratio per stream

scheme (SINRPS) [9], [13], the sum of estimated SINRs is

maximized for each stream independently as shown below:

L∗SINRPS,m = arg max
L⊂N
|L |=L

∑

f

γ
( f )

L,m
, (15)

where γ
( f )

L,m
is an estimated SINR of the mth stream for L

assuming equal transmit power for each stream given as [20]

γ
( f )

L,m
= h

( f )H

L,m

*.
,

M
∑

l=1,l,m

h
( f )

L,l
h

( f )H

L,l
+ σ2

IL
+/
-

−1

h
( f )

L,m
.

(16)

The vector h
( f )

L,m
is the mth column of H

( f )

L
. Note that

SINRPS may require more collaboration traffic since this

scheme may select a different subset of MSs for each stream.

3. Computer Simulations

Computer simulations were carried out to evaluate the

frame error-ratio (FER) performance of Full, FullPS, 3Det,

3DetPS, MPoSV, MCN, and SINRPS assuming frequency-

flat and frequency-selective fading channels. In addition, a

fixed terminal selection scheme (Fixed) is also considered

for comparison purpose. In Fixed, the subset remained fixed

during the entire FER measurement period. Each packet

included one of 39-symbol orthogonal training sequences

(TS), a control sequence (CTRL), a 4-symbol cyclic prefix

(CP)†, and a 192-symbol data section (DATA) as shown later

in Sect. 4. The data section was rate 1/2 LDPC encoded,

and modulated by QPSK modulation. The data bits were

successively drawn from a pseudo-random sequence. Chan-

nel coefficients up to seven symbols delay were estimated

by a simple least-square technique. The numbers of inner

iterations (i.e. BP) and outer iterations were eight and three,

respectively.

Figure 4 shows the FER performance versus the average

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a frequency-flat independently

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channel

with the normalized Doppler frequency fD/Ts = 6.4× 10−5,

†Due to minor limitations in the experimental equipment, the
length of the cyclic prefix was set to four in both the computer
simulations and the experiment.

Fig. 4 FER performance obtained by computer simulations assuming

frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 5 FER performance obtained by computer simulations assuming 4-

path symbol-spaced equal-power frequency-selective i.i.d. Rayleigh fading

channel.

where fD is the maximum Doppler frequency, and Ts is the

symbol period. The average signal power included all four

streams (M = 4). The four (L = 4) signals out of the

six signals (N = 6) were used for equalization and detec-

tion. As can be seen, 3Det and 3DetPS outperformed both

Fixed and MCN. Furthermore, the performance of 3Det and

3DetPS was superior to that of MPoSV and SINRPS in the

high SNR region. Full and FullPS performed even better.

The FER performance of 3DetPS was around 0.25 dB better

than that of 3Det in contrast to Full and FullPS where both

schemes performed almost the same. This indicates that

three subsets were insufficient but 15 subsets were enough

to find a common subset for detection of four streams.

Figure 5 shows the FER performance versus aver-

age SNR in 4-path symbol-spaced equal-power frequency-

selective i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel. The FER perfor-

mance of all the schemes was improved significantly. In

this channel, 3Det and 3DetPS performed almost the same

especially in the low FER region. This is because the FER

performance is lower bounded by the probability that there

is a stream which has errors in all the subsets.
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Fig. 6 Frame structure.

Table 1 Major parameters of outdoor measurement campaign.

Parameters Values

Number of BS antennas 4

Transmit power of BS 1 W

Gain of BS antenna 5.8 dBi

Cable loss 1.4 dB

BS antenna height 25.5 m

Carrier frequency 427.2 MHz

Symbol rate 312.5 ksps

Transmit filter Square root raised cosine

Roll-off factor 0.4

Frame interval 50 ms

Number of MSs 6

Number of antennas of each MS 1

Antenna of MS λ/4 omnidirectional monopole

MS antenna height 2.1 m

4. Field Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setup

The major parameters of an outdoor measurement campaign

are shown in Table 1. Four (M = 4) packets were transmitted

in every 50 ms frame by using QPSK modulation as shown

in Fig. 6. The symbol rate of each packet was 312.5 kilo

symbols per second (ksps). The packet consisted of a syn-

chronization sequence (SW), one of orthogonal TS, CTRL,

CP, and DATA. As in the computer simulation, the data bits

were successively drawn from a pseudo-random sequence.

Therefore, the four packets were independently generated,

encoded, and modulated frame by frame in real-time.

As shown in Fig. 7, four BS antennas were located

25.5 m above the ground. These antennas were 5.8 dBi omni-

directional. Signals were transmitted at the carrier frequency

427.2 MHz with the transmit power 1 W per antenna. As

shown in Fig. 8, six (N = 6) MSs’ receive antennas were

set on a roof of a vehicle (2.1 m height). These antennas

were omnidirectional monopole, and arranged as a uniform

circular array. The timings and frequencies of the entire sys-

tem were based on 1-pulse-per-second signals and 10 MHz

signals of global positioning system receivers. Therefore,

the SW was just used to confirm proper operations.

In this paper, a subset L (|L| = L = 4) of the six

received signals from the BS were selected and used for

equalization and detection. An MS subsystem installed in

the vehicle has inter-MS collaboration links at 12.9 GHz,

and can perform all the signal processing tasks of a single

subset in real time. In order to examine the FERs of all pos-

sible subsets, the received signal waveform from the BS was

Fig. 7 BS antennas.

Fig. 8 MS antennas.

recorded at each MS [12], [17], [18] and used for offline pro-

cessing. Therefore, there was no inter-MS communication

for collaboration in this paper.

The maximum number of outer iterations was three, and

the actual number of iterations of each frame was controlled

by ES with the iteration control threshold ε = 0.01. The

noise variance was determined to achieve the best perfor-

mance.

As shown in Fig. 9, we drove the vehicle on Imadegawa-

dori and Shirakawa-dori streets in Kyoto city to record the

actual received signal waveforms. Received power calibra-

tion was performed for all MSs before the experiment. We

conducted the experiments twice (i.e. trial 1 and 2) to verify

the results.

In this experiment, most of the received power were

included in the estimated channel coefficients up to three-

symbol delay (four taps). Through the use of a 4-point

complex discrete Fourier transform, four frequencies were

considered for the FD channel matrices.

4.2 Experimental Results

The FER performance is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The FER

was averaged over the entire measurement course. Note that

absolute FERs values differ between trial 1 and trial 2 due

to the different traffic condition (e.g. vehicle speed, lane po-

sition, other vehicles). The helper MS group was {MS1,

MS2, MS3}, and remained unchanged during the measure-

ment. Therefore, the proposed schemes, 3Det and 3DetPS,

detected three bit sequences corresponding to the MS sub-

set indexes #1={MS1, MS2, MS3, MS4}, #2={MS1, MS2,

MS3, MS5}, and #3={MS1, MS2, MS3, MS6}. Table 2

shows the MS subset index and its MSs.

From these figures, it is clearly confirmed that the FER

performance of 3Det and 3DetPS is superior to that of Fixed
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Fig. 9 Measurement campaign course. Course is indicated in red.

Table 2 MS subset index.

Index L Index L

#1 {MS1, MS2, MS3, MS4} #9 {MS1, MS3, MS5, MS6}

#2 {MS1, MS2, MS3, MS5} #A {MS1, MS4, MS5, MS6}

#3 {MS1, MS2, MS3, MS6} #B {MS2, MS3, MS4, MS5}

#4 {MS1, MS2, MS4, MS5} #C {MS2, MS3, MS4, MS6}

#5 {MS1, MS2, MS4, MS6} #D {MS2, MS3, MS5, MS6}

#6 {MS1, MS2, MS5, MS6} #E {MS2, MS4, MS5, MS6}

#7 {MS1, MS3, MS4, MS5} #F {MS3, MS4, MS5, MS6}

#8 {MS1, MS3, MS4, MS6}

with any MS subset index. The channel matrices based MS

selection schemes, namely MPoSV, MCN, and SINRPS, of-

fered better FER performance than that of Fixed. The pro-

posed two schemes, 3Det and 3DetPS, which are based on

the residual error coefficients, achieved even better FER per-

formance. This improvement is due to adaptive selection

of detected bit sequences based on the residual error coeffi-

cients. As can be seen, 3DetPS offered slightly better FERs

than that of 3Det. However, no difference can be found be-

tween the FERs of Full and FullPS. FERs of Full and FullPS

are greatly smaller than those of 3Det and 3DetPS. This re-

Fig. 10 FER comparisons of trial 1.

Fig. 11 FER comparisons of trial 2.

sult suggests that the FER performance of 3Det and 3DetPS

will be further improved by selecting a helper MS group

adaptively. However, this still requires further research.

Figures 12 and 13 show the experimental results versus

the frame count of trial 1 and trial 2, respectively. At the

top of each figure, received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

values averaged over six MSs are shown. In the middle of

each figure, the sum of condition number
∑

f cn
( f )

#1
is also

shown. At the bottom of each figure, the FER performance

of Fixed #1, MPoSV, MCN, SINRPS, 3DetPS, and FullPS

averaged over 100 frames is shown.

It is difficult to find a clear relationship among RSSI val-

ues, sum of condition numbers, and FER performance from

these experimental results. However, it is clearly demon-

strated that the FER performance of 3DetPS is significantly

superior to those of Fixed #1, MPoSV, MCN, and SINRPS.

Moreover, the FERs of FullPS are the same as or better than

those of 3DetPS for all 100-frame fragments. This indicates

that the residual error coefficient is reliable even in actual

propagation conditions.

The numbers of transmitted waveforms in the collabo-

ration links are summarized in Table 3. In Fixed, MPoSV,
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Fig. 12 RSSI, sum of condition numbers, and FER of trial 1. RSSI is

averaged over six MSs.

Fig. 13 RSSI, sum of condition numbers, and FER of trial 2. RSSI is

averaged over six MSs.

and MCN, these numbers are depending on whether an MS

in charge of detection is in the selected MSs L∗ or not. This

number of SINRPS is stochastic, and was around 4.37 in

average. The proposed 3Det and 3DetPS require the small-

est number of waveforms, though a detected bit sequence

gathering process is needed. The channel matrices based

MS selection schemes require TSs (or CSI) of all the MSs

to perform the selection, and issue control signaling to let

MSs know the result. These are shown as additional traffic

Table 3 Number of transmitted waveforms in collaboration links.

Scheme Det. MS ∈ L∗ Det. MS < L∗ Additional traffic

Fixed 3 4

MPoSV 3 4 TS & control

MCN 3 4 TS & control

SINRPS 3 – 5, average 4.37 TS & control

3Det 3 Bit sequences

3DetPS 3 Bit sequences

Full 5

FullPS 5

in Table 3.

In our implementation [21], 8 bits signed integer rep-

resentation of the I and Q components was used for the

received waveform exchange in the pulse-coded modula-

tion mode, which means a total of 16 bits for representa-

tion of each symbol sample. Ignoring small fractions of

the payload such as βL,m, 4 bits per symbol are sufficient

for detected bit sequences exchange. Therefore, 3Det and

3DetPS require 16 × 3 + 4 × 2 = 56 bits/symbol traffic over

the collaboration links, whereas Full and FullPS require

16 × 5 = 80 bits/symbol traffic. Thus, 30 % traffic reduc-

tion can be acheived.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented new MS collaboration schemes

that combine detected bit sequences obtained at multiple

MSs. The performance of these schemes is shown not only

by computer simulations but also by a measurement cam-

paign. These schemes outperformed adaptive MS selection

schemes based on MIMO channel matrices at the expense of

additional signal processing complexity.

The proposed schemes employed the residual error co-

efficients as the metric for selection combining. This metric

is an inherent value in the FD iterative equalization and

thus, requires no extra computation nor redundancy. De-

tailed comparison with error-detection schemes is left for

further study. The performance of the proposed schemes

will be improved by selecting an appropriate set of helper

MSs adaptively. This also requires further investigation.
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